DevOps Engineer Continuous
Integration
Join the Continuous Integration team of a high-tech company in the semiconductor industry
and be an important part of the transition to the build and deployment architecture of the
future.
Responsibilities:

Implementation of a state-of-the-art container build and deployment system

Installation and configuration of Linux-based infrastructure and environments

Design and implementation of CI pipelines for automated code integration

Realization of comprehensive system testing with highly specialized hardware
Qualifications:

Degree in IT, Computer Science, or comparable qualification

2+ year of experience in the field of DevOps, IT or software development

Working knowledge of Python or Groovy/Java programming and shell scripting

Proficiency with version control systems (Git), build tools (e.g. CMake, NPM) and
package management systems (e.g. RPM)

Practical experience in installing and configuring Linux-based operating systems

Hands-on knowledge of network and server administration is beneficial

Knowledge of or interest in the following advanced concepts: continuous integration
and delivery (Jenkins, Argo), dependency management (Conda, Pip), container
orchestration (Docker, Kubernetes), package repositories (Nexus, Pulp), configuration
management (Ansible, Helm), monitoring (Prometheus, Grafana), virtualization
(Libvirt/KVM), storage (Ceph)

Accurate and structured working approach

Confidence to face challenges and ability to solve problems independently

Effective communication and teamwork skills

Good command of spoken and written English

IMS Nanofabrication GmbH
is an Austrian high-tech
company with headquarters
in Brunn am Gebirge and
branches in Vienna, Taiwan,
South Korea and the USA.
We are the world's leading
supplier of semiconductor
technology in the field of
multi-beam mask writing.
Our mask writing technology
makes a significant
contribution to the global
semiconductor industry,
enabling the manufacturing
of the most advanced chips
used in high-performance
mobile phones, PCs and
data centers.

We offer:

Growing High-Tech Company with headquarter in Austria and international branches
(Taiwan, Korea, USA)

Top equipped workplace (modern office, laptop, height adjustable desk) and up to 3
days home office per week

IMS Nanofabrication GmbH
Schreygasse 3 | 1020 Wien | Austria | +43 1 2144894 | www.ims.co.at

We write the future.









An exciting scope of duties and activities in the R&D environment of a high-tech
company
Excellent opportunities to develop technical and personal skills
A culture welcoming high engagement
A motivated team with a flat hierarchy and short lines of communication
An annual gross salary starting from EUR 45.000 depending on your qualification and
professional experience
If you are looking for a demanding and challenging position in a growing high tech
company, we look forward to receiving your application, which you can load up online on
Careers at www.ims.co.at.
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